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Longitude: 072° W 55' 43"
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INTRODUCTION

This is an Astro-Analysis based on the exact time, date, and place of birth calculated on
the details supplied.

It is not intended to predict a budding mega-star or a future world leader - the objective
is to provide some insights into the psyche of George to give everyone concerned a
better chance of understanding, and hopefully helping this special child through the
difficult growing times that they will face.

The astrological Chart is a little like a jigsaw puzzle without the benefit of a picture to
follow. Some pieces are easy to recognize and they fit together beautifully. Another
batch might fit well - but seem unrelated to the first "batch". Several straggly bits
probably seem to belong to another world altogether, but that is the human psyche. The
depths are immeasurable with many, many forms, faces, and dimensions.

Any Astrological chart will have seemingly several contradictions - again - just like
human nature and our psychological make-up. But these apparent differences are all
shades, shapes, and forms of the full picture. These "contradictions" should be seen as
a balancing factor, knocking some of the edges off our sharp corners or, sharpening up
the "softness" in the areas defined.

It should also be recognized that all of us have our own very personal lessons to learn in
this life and these lessons unfold throughout the span of our entire life on earth. The
learning experiences will not be systematic - they will be random episodes and
experiences. Some interpretations of this Chart will give a glimpse of these very
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personal lessons that are an obvious part of this little one's character. Others may be so
private or subtle that the child "learns" all by itself. And then there will be further lessons
that will not have emerged or even seem significant yet.

It is hoped that the brief explanations throughout this analysis will help to explain the
meanings and terminology of basic Astrology to give as much understanding as
possible.

The two most valuable things that we can give to any child are our unconditional love
and our time.

CONTENTS

The following passages give a comprehensive summary of the character traits of this
child and a brief description of each section explains the specifics. It has been kept
simple deliberately because, as mentioned in the introduction, Astrology is a complex
subject, and the intention is to clarify, not confuse.

Included are:

The Sun/Moon sign combination

The Ascendant, when the birth time is known

The Sun, Moon and planets in the Signs and, when the birth time is known, the Houses

The major aspects

The Balance of the Elements and Modalities

The strongest Signs, Houses and Planets

Nothing is quite like having a Chart done on a "one-to-one" basis, but this enormous
electronic age has opened the way for anyone who is interested to have a closer look at
this ancient science and benefit from its wisdom.

Planets in Signs and Houses

Sun in Cancer, Moon in Libra

The "SUN SIGN" is the one part of the Astrological Chart that most people know. It is the
inner core that drives and motivates us. It is our own true light. When we read and
discuss our Sun signs we can easily recognize bits that fit, and maybe, question bits that
do not seem to apply. The contrast noted is often related to the power of the other
luminary - the Moon.
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The Moon is our instinctive response. It reflects our earliest conditioning. The Moon
governs our emotional responses, - our likes and dislikes - our innate sensitivities. Often
the Moon sign is related to the maternal influence, or perhaps, the general home
environment. Remember that this powerful response is inherent. Most of us try to
improve on our own nurturing even when we feel that our childhood was wonderful. We
want to adapt to the world we are living in now and want our kids to get the best out of
"their world". But, even so, we instinctively revert to our own experiences without
knowing why. That is how powerful the Moon influence is. We, in turn, treat our kids
emotionally in the much the same way as we were treated when tiny. For this reason,
the maternal influence is a part of these interpretations - as a natural influence that flows
through the subconscious.
With this in mind one would think that all kids would have the same Moon sign as the
maternal figure, but this is not necessarily so either. Life doesn't stand still, we are
forever growing and each child can be very different. We "respond" accordingly.
Both the Sun and the Moon are the two major players. When in a very different sign this
does complicate the projected personality. This can be an essential but difficult learning
curve that can be confusing for all concerned. Our Sun can try so hard to shine only to
feel over-shadowed by a powerful, or competitive, Moon. Some of us will need to learn
to accept and understand our emotional conditioning and allow the Sun the right to burst
through, combining both strengths in a positive way.
This combination attempts to tie together both of these very significant forces and come
up with a sharper, more focused picture.
Some signs are very compatible - others compete.
Never underestimate the complexity of all the things of which we are made.

George has the Sun in Cancer and the Moon in Libra, which suggests both a
romantically sensitive child and one who has powerful ambition. Here we have a
combination of Air and Water. This is an effervescent and bubbly mix that is a lot of fun,
a lot of soul and highly original. These kids can intoxicate like champagne or shock you
like an involuntary sneeze. These kids are imaginative, expressive and compassionate.
The mind is quite mystical and can seem rather airy-fairy. George will be an idealist
rather than a practical realist, and will be theatrical and cryptic at times. The intellect and
the subconscious work together in mysterious ways much of the time. So although
George feels in tune with the world, others may fail to grasp the logic. For this reason
these kids can feel quite isolated, thinking that no one really understands the profound
thought patterns that filter through. These kids think in pictures - vivid pictures, which
can be difficult to portray in words. They are tuned in to the past and the future - above
and below - life and death. This is a complex child who recognizes abstract better than
concrete. Understandably, George can feel misunderstood from time to time. But, the
nature is gentle and kind. The aim is to do good works and rid the world of all the bad.
These kids want to be loved and adored, but they also want to be free. They learn to
exercise passive control by defining the line that separates the ego from the soul.
George can seem moody and restless and hard to please at times.

The Cancerian Sun is shy, even withdrawn, but the Libran Moon will not risk getting left
behind by being too bashful. The Cancerian Sun will be quite emotional, while the Libran
Moon is objective, and quite capable of handling any situation beautifully. George will
have a way of winning, but this is done with a quiet strength that will be "felt" rather than
serious push and shove. It is all positive stuff, but this combination can be just a bit
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